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Abstract
The results of a search for the rare two-body charmless baryonic decays B0→ pp
and B0s → pp are reported. The analysis uses a data sample, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 0.9 fb−1, of pp collision data collected by the LHCb
experiment at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. An excess of B0→ pp candidates
with respect to background expectations is seen with a statistical significance of 3.3
standard deviations. This is the first evidence for a two-body charmless baryonic
B0 decay. No significant B0s→ pp signal is observed, leading to an improvement of
three orders of magnitude over previous bounds. If the excess events are interpreted
as signal, the 68.3% confidence level intervals on the branching fractions are
B(B0→ pp) = (1.47+0.62−0.51 +0.35−0.14)× 10−8 ,
B(B0s→ pp) = (2.84+2.03−1.68 +0.85−0.18)× 10−8 ,
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
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1 Introduction1
The observation of B meson decays into two charmless mesons has been reported in several2
decay modes [1]. Despite various searches at e+e− colliders [2–5], it is only recently that3
the LHCb collaboration reported the first observation of a two-body charmless baryonic B4
decay, the B+→ pΛ(1520) mode [6]. This situation is in contrast with the observation5
of a multitude of three-body charmless baryonic B decays whose branching fractions are6
known to be larger than those of the two-body modes; the former exhibit a so-called7
threshold enhancement, with the baryon-antibaryon pair being preferentially produced8
at low invariant mass, while the suppression of the latter may be related to the same9
effect [7].10
In this paper, a search for the B0→ pp and B0s→ pp rare decay modes at LHCb is11
presented. Both branching fractions are measured with respect to that of the B0→ K+pi−12
decay mode. The inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied throughout this paper.13
In the Standard Model (SM), the B0→ pp mode decays via the b→ u tree-level process14
whereas the penguin-dominated decay B0s → pp is expected to be further suppressed.15
Theoretical predictions of the branching fractions for two-body charmless baryonic B016
decays within the SM vary depending on the method of calculation used, e.g. quantum17
chromodynamics sum rules, diquark model and pole model. The predicted branching18
fractions are typically of order 10−7−10−6 [8–12]. No theoretical predictions have been19
published for the branching fraction of two-body charmless baryonic decays of the B0s20
meson.21
The experimental 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit on the B0→ pp branching22
fraction, B(B0 → pp) < 1.1 × 10−7, is dominated by the latest search by the Belle23
experiment [5] and has already ruled out most theoretical predictions. A single experimental24
search exists for the corresponding B0s→ pp mode, performed by ALEPH, yielding the25
upper limit B(B0s→ pp) < 5.9× 10−5 at 90% CL [2].26
2 Detector and trigger27
The LHCb detector [13] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity28
range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The29
detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex30
detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located31
upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of32
silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream. The combined tracking33
system provides momentum measurement with relative uncertainty that varies from 0.4%34
at 5 GeV/c to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c, and impact parameter (IP) resolution of 20µm for35
tracks with high transverse momentum (pT). Charged hadrons are identified using two36
ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [14]. Photon, electron and hadron candidates are37
identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors,38
an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a39
system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers [15].40
1
The trigger [16] consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter41
and muon systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.42
Events are triggered and subsequently selected in a similar way for both B0(s)→ pp43
signal modes and the normalisation channel B0→ K+pi−. The software trigger requires a44
two-track secondary vertex with a large sum of track pT and significant displacement from45
the primary pp interaction vertices (PVs). At least one track should have pT > 1.7 GeV/c46
and χ2IP with respect to any primary interaction greater than 16, where χ
2
IP is defined47
as the difference in χ2 from the fit of a given PV reconstructed with and without the48
considered track. A multivariate algorithm [17] is used for the identification of secondary49
vertices consistent with the decay of a b hadron.50
Simulated data samples are used for determining the relative detector and selection51
efficiencies between the signal and the normalisation modes: pp collisions are generated52
using Pythia 6.4 [18] with a specific LHCb configuration [19]; decays of hadronic par-53
ticles are described by EvtGen [20], in which final state radiation is generated using54
Photos [21]; and the interaction of the generated particles with the detector and its55
response are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [22] as described in Ref. [23].56
3 Candidate selection57
The selection requirements of both signal modes and the normalisation channel exploit the58
characteristic topology of two-body decays and their kinematics. All daughter tracks tend59
to have larger pT compared to generic tracks from light-quark background owing to the60
high B mass, therefore a minimum pT requirement is imposed for all daughter candidates.61
Furthermore, the two daughters form a secondary vertex (SV) displaced from the PV due62
to the relatively long B lifetime. The reconstructed B momentum vector points to its63
production vertex, the PV, which results in the B meson having a small IP with respect64
to the PV. This is in contrast with the daughters, which tend to have a large IP with65
respect to the PV as they originate from the SV, therefore a minimum χ2IP with respect to66
the PVs is imposed on the daughters. The condition that the B candidate comes from the67
PV is further reinforced by requiring that the angle between the B candidate momentum68
vector and the line joining the associated PV and the B decay vertex (B direction angle)69
is close to zero.70
To avoid potential biases, pp candidates with invariant mass within ±50 MeV/c2 (≈ 3σ)71
around the known B0 and B0s masses, specifically the region [5230, 5417] MeV/c
2, are not72
examined until all analysis choices are finalised. The final selection of pp candidates relies73
on a boosted decision tree (BDT) algorithm [24] as a multivariate classifier to separate74
signal from background. Additional preselection criteria are applied prior to the BDT75
training.76
The BDT is trained with simulated signal samples and data from the sidebands of77
the pp mass distribution as background. Of the 1.0 fb−1 of data recorded in 2011, 10% of78
the sample is exploited for the training of the B0(s)→ pp selection, and 90% for the actual79
search. The BDT training relies on an accurate description of the distributions of the80
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selection variables in simulated events. The agreement between simulation and data is81
checked on the B0→ K+pi− proxy decay with distributions obtained from data using the82
sPlot technique [25]. No significant deviations are found, giving confidence that the inputs83
to the BDT yield a nearly optimal selection. The variables used in the BDT classifier are84
properties of the B candidate and of the B daughters, i.e. the proton and the antiproton.85
The B candidate variables are: the vertex χ2 per number of degrees of freedom; the vertex86
χ2IP; the direction angle; the distance in z (the direction of the interacting proton beams)87
between its decay vertex and the related PV; and the pT asymmetry within a cone around88
the B direction defined by ApT = (pT
B − pTcone)/(pTB + pTcone), with pTcone being the pT89
of the vector sum of the momenta of all tracks measured within the cone radius R = 0.690
around the B direction, except for the B-daughter particles. The cone radius is defined in91
pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (η, φ) as R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. The BDT selection92
variables on the daughters are: their distance of closest approach; the minimum of their93
pT; the sum of their pT; the minimum of their χ
2
IP; the maximum of their χ
2
IP; and the94
minimum of their cone multiplicities within the cone of radius R = 0.6 around them, the95
daughter cone multiplicity being calculated as the number of charged particles within the96
cone around each B daughter.97
The cone-related discriminators are motivated as isolation variables. The cone multi-98
plicity requirement ensures that the B daughters are reasonably isolated in space. The99
ApT requirement further exploits the isolation of signal daughters in comparison to random100
combinations of particles.101
The figure of merit suggested in Ref. [26] is used to determine the optimal selection102
point of the BDT classifier103
FoM =
BDT
a/2 +
√
BBDT
, (1)
where BDT is the efficiency of the BDT selection on the B0(s)→ pp signal candidates, which104
is determined from simulation, BBDT is the expected number of background events within105
the (initially excluded) signal region, estimated from the data sidebands, and the term106
a = 3 quantifies the target level of significance in units of standard deviation. With this107
optimisation the BDT classifier is found to retain 44% of the B0(s)→ pp signals while108
reducing the combinatorial background level by 99.6%.109
The kinematic selection of the B0 → K+pi− decay is performed using individual110
requirements on a set of variables similar to that used for the BDT selection of the111
B0(s)→ pp decays, except that the cone variables are not used. This selection differs from112
the selection used for signal modes and follows from the synergy with ongoing LHCb113
analyses on two-body charmless B decays, e.g. Ref. [27].114
The particle identification (PID) criteria applied in addition to the B0(s)→ pp BDT115
classifier are also optimised via Eq. 1. In this instance, the signal efficiencies are determined116
from data control samples owing to known discrepancies between data and simulation for117
the PID variables. Proton PID efficiencies are tabulated in bins of p, pT and the number118
of tracks in the event from data control samples of Λ→ ppi− decays that are selected119
solely using kinematic criteria. Pion and kaon efficiencies are likewise tabulated from data120
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control samples of D∗+ → D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ decays. The kinematic distributions of the121
simulated decay modes are then used to determine an average PID efficiency.122
Specific PID criteria are separately defined for the two signal modes and the normali-123
sation channel. The PID efficiencies are found to be approximately 56% for the B0(s)→ pp124
signals and 42% for B0→ K+pi− decays.125
The ratio of efficiencies of B0(s)→ pp with respect to B0→ K+pi−, B0(s)→pp/B0→K+pi− ,126
including contributions from the detector acceptance, trigger, selection and PID, is 0.60127
(0.61). After all selection criteria are applied, 45 and 58009 candidates remain in the128
invariant mass ranges [5080, 5480] MeV/c2 and [5000, 5800] MeV/c2 of the pp and K+pi−129
spectra, respectively.130
Possible sources of background to the pp and K+pi− spectra are investigated using131
simulation samples. These include partially reconstructed backgrounds with one or more132
particles from the decay of the b hadron escaping detection, and two-body b-hadron decays133
where one or both daughters are misidentified.134
4 Signal yield determination135
The signal and background candidates, in both the signal and normalisation channels, are136
separated, after full selection, using unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the invariant137
mass spectra.138
The K+pi− mass spectrum of the normalisation mode is described with a series of139
probability density functions (PDFs) for the various components, similarly to Ref. [28]: the140
B0→ K+pi− signal, the B0s→ pi+K− signal, the B0s→ K+K−, B0→ pi+pi− and the Λ0b→141
ppi− misidentified backgrounds, partially reconstructed backgrounds, and combinatorial142
background. Any contamination from other decays is treated as a source of systematic143
uncertainty.144
Both signal distributions are modelled by the sum of two Crystal Ball (CB) functions [29]145
describing the high and low-mass asymmetric tails. The peak values and the widths of146
the two CB components are constrained to be the same. All CB tail parameters and147
the relative normalisation of the two CB functions are fixed to the values obtained from148
simulation whereas the signal peak value and width are free to vary in the fit to the K+pi−149
spectrum. The B0s→ pi+K− signal width is constrained to the fitted B0→ K+pi− width150
such that the ratio of the widths is identical to that obtained in simulation.151
The invariant mass distributions of the misidentified B0s → K+K−, B0 → pi+pi−152
and Λ0b → ppi− backgrounds are determined from simulation and modelled with non-153
parametric PDFs. The fractions of these misidentified backgrounds are related to the154
fraction of the B0→ K+pi− signal in the data via scaling factors that take into account the155
relative branching fractions [1, 30], b-hadron production fractions fq [31, 32], and relevant156
misidentification rates. The latter are determined from calibration data samples.157
Partially reconstructed backgrounds represent decay modes that can populate the158
spectrum when misreconstructed as signal with one or more undetected final-state particles,159
possibly in conjunction with misidentifications. The shape of this distribution is determined160
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from simulation, where each contributing mode is assigned a weight dependent on its161
relative branching fraction, fq and selection efficiency. The weighted sum of these partially-162
reconstructed backgrounds is shown to be well modelled with the sum of two exponentially-163
modified Gaussian (EMG) functions164
EMG(x;µ, σ, λ) =
λ
2
e
λ
2
(2x+λσ2−2µ) · erfc
(x+ λσ2 − µ√
2σ
)
, (2)
where erfc(x) = 1− erf(x) is the complementary error function. The signs of the variable165
x and parameter µ are reversed compared to the standard definition of an EMG function.166
The parameters defining the shape of the two EMG functions and their relative weight167
are determined from simulation. The component fraction of the partially-reconstructed168
backgrounds is obtained from the fit to the data, all other parameters being fixed from169
simulation. The mass distribution of the combinatorial background is found to be well170
described by a linear function whose gradient is determined by the fit.171
The fit to the K+pi− spectrum, presented in Fig. 1, determines seven parameters, and172
yields N(B0→ K+pi−) = 24 968± 198 signal events, where the uncertainty is statistical173
only.174
The pp spectrum is described by PDFs for the three components: the B0→ pp and175
B0s→ pp signals, and the combinatorial background. In particular, any contamination from176
partially reconstructed backgrounds, with or without misidentified particles, is treated as177
a source of systematic uncertainty.178
Potential sources of non-combinatorial background to the pp spectrum are two- and179
three-body decays of b hadrons into protons, pions and kaons, and many-body b-baryon180
modes partially reconstructed, with one or multiple misidentifications. It is verified from181
extensive simulation studies that the ensemble of specific backgrounds do not peak in the182
signal region but rather contribute to a smooth mass spectrum, which can be accommodated183
by the dominant combinatorial background contribution. The most relevant backgrounds184
are found to be Λ0b → Λ+c (→ pK0)pi−, Λ0b → K0ppi−, B0→ K+K−pi0 and B0→ pi+pi−pi0185
decays. Calibration data samples are exploited to determine the PID efficiencies of186
these decay modes, thereby confirming the suppression with respect to the combinatorial187
background by typically one or two orders of magnitude. Henceforth physics-specific188
backgrounds are neglected in the fit to the pp mass spectrum.189
The B0(s)→ pp signal mass shapes are verified in simulation to be well described by a190
single Gaussian function. The widths of both Gaussian functions are assumed to be the191
same for B0→ pp and B0s→ pp; a systematic uncertainty associated to this assumption192
is evaluated. They are determined from simulation with a scaling factor to account for193
differences in the resolution between data and simulation; the scaling factor is determined194
from the B0→ K+pi− data and simulation samples. The mean of the B0s→ pp Gaussian195
function is constrained according to the B0s–B
0 mass difference [1]. The mass distribution196
of the combinatorial background is described by a linear function.197
The fit to the pp mass spectrum is presented in Fig. 2. The yields for the B0(s)→198
pp signals in the full mass range are N(B0→ pp) = 11.4+4.3−4.1 and N(B0s→ pp) = 5.7+3.5−3.2,199
where the uncertainties are statistical only.200
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of K+pi− candidates after full selection. The fit result
(blue, solid) is superposed together with each fit model component as described in the legend.
The normalised fit residual distribution is shown at the bottom.
The statistical significances of the B0(s) → pp signals are computed, using Wilks’201
theorem [33], from the change in the mass fit likelihood profiles when omitting the signal202
under scrutiny, namely
√
2 ln(LS+B/LB), where LS+B and LB are the likelihoods from the203
baseline fit and from the fit without the signal component, respectively. The statistical204
significances are 3.5σ and 1.9σ for the B0→ pp and B0s→ pp decay modes, respectively.205
Each statistical-only likelihood curve is convolved with a Gaussian resolution function206
of width equal to the systematic uncertainty (discussed below) on the signal yield. The207
resulting likelihood profiles are presented in Fig. 3. The total signal significances are 3.3σ208
and 1.9σ for the B0→ pp and B0s → pp modes, respectively. We observe an excess of209
B0→ pp candidates with respect to background expectations; the B0s→ pp signal is not210
considered to be statistically significant.211
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5 Systematic uncertainties212
The sources of systematic uncertainty are minimised by performing the branching fraction213
measurement relative to a decay mode topologically identical to the decays of interest.214
They are summarised in Table 1.215
The branching fraction of the normalisation channel B0→ K+pi−, B(B0→ K+pi−) =216
(19.55 ± 0.54) × 10−6 [30], is known to a precision of 2.8%, which is taken as a system-217
atic uncertainty. For the measurement of the B0s → pp branching fraction, an extra218
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Table 1: Relative systematic uncertainties contributing to the B0(s)→ pp branching fractions.
The total corresponds to the sum of all contributions added in quadrature.
Source Value (%)
B0→ pp B0s→ pp B0→ K+pi−
B0→ K+pi− branching fraction – – 2.8
Trigger efficiency relative to B0→ K+pi− 2.0 2.0 –
Selection efficiency relative to B0→ K+pi− 8.0 8.0 –
PID efficiency 10.6 10.7 1.0
Yield from mass fit 6.8 4.6 1.6
fs/fd – 7.8 –
Total 15.1 16.3 3.4
uncertainty arises from the 7.8% uncertainty on the ratio of fragmentation fractions219
fs/fd = 0.256± 0.020 [32].220
The trigger efficiencies are assessed from simulation for all decay modes. The simulation221
describes well the ratio of efficiencies of the relevant modes that comprise the same number222
of tracks in the final state. Neglecting small p and pT differences between the B
0→ pp223
and B0s→ pp modes, the ratios of B0→ K+pi−/B0(s)→ pp trigger efficiencies should be224
consistent within uncertainties. The difference of about 2% observed in simulation is taken225
as systematic uncertainty.226
The B0 → K+pi− mode is used as a proxy for the assessment of the systematic227
uncertainties related to the selection; B0→ K+pi− signal distributions are obtained from228
data, using the sPlot technique, for a variety of selection variables. From the level of229
agreement between simulation and data, a systematic uncertainty of 8% is derived for the230
B0(s)→ pp selection efficiencies relative to B0→ K+pi−.231
The PID efficiencies are determined from data control samples. The associated sys-232
tematic uncertainties are estimated by repeating the procedure with simulated control233
samples, the uncertainties being equal to the differences observed betweeen data and234
simulation, scaled by the PID efficiencies estimated with the data control samples. The235
systematic uncertainties on the PID efficiencies are found to be 10.6%, 10.7% and 1.0% for236
the B0→ pp, B0s→ pp and B0→ K+pi− decay modes, respectively. The large uncertainties237
on the proton PID efficiencies arise from limited coverage of the proton control samples in238
the kinematic region of interest for the signal.239
Systematic uncertainties on the fit yields arise from the limited knowledge or the240
choice of the mass fit models, and from the uncertainties on the values of the parameters241
fixed in the fits. They are investigated by studying a large number of simulated datasets,242
with parameters varying within their estimated uncertainties. Combining all sources of243
uncertainty in quadrature, the uncertainties on the B0→ pp, B0s→ pp and B0→ K+pi−244
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yields are 6.8%, 4.6% and 1.6%, respectively.245
6 Results and conclusion246
The branching fractions are determined relative to the B0→ K+pi− normalisation channel247
according to248
B(B0(s)→ pp) =
N(B0(s)→ pp)
N(B0→ K+pi−) ·
B0→K+pi−
B0
(s)
→pp
· fd/fd(s) · B(B0→ K+pi−)
= αd(s) ·N(B0(s)→ pp) , (3)
where αd(s) are the single-event sensitivities equal to (1.31 ± 0.18) × 10−9 and (5.04 ±249
0.81)× 10−9 for the B0→ pp and B0s→ pp decay modes, respectively; their uncertainties250
amount to 14% and 16%, respectively.251
The Feldman-Cousins (FC) frequentist method [34] is chosen for the calculation of the252
branching fractions. The determination of the 68.3% and 90% CL bands is performed253
with simulation studies relating the measured signal yields to branching fractions, and254
accounting for systematic uncertainties. The 68.3% and 90% CL intervals are255
B(B0→ pp) = (1.47 +0.62−0.51 +0.35−0.14)× 10−8 at 68.3% CL ,
B(B0→ pp) = (1.47 +1.09−0.81 +0.69−0.18)× 10−8 at 90% CL ,
B(B0s→ pp) = (2.84 +2.03−1.68 +0.85−0.18)× 10−8 at 68.3% CL ,
B(B0s→ pp) = (2.84 +3.57−2.12 +2.00−0.21)× 10−8 at 90% CL ,
where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second are systematic.256
In summary, a search has been performed for the rare two-body charmless baryonic257
decays B0 → pp and B0s → pp using a data sample, corresponding to an integrated258
luminosity of 0.9 fb−1, of pp collisions collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by259
the LHCb experiment. The results allow two-sided confidence limits to be placed on the260
branching fractions of both B0→ pp and B0s → pp for the first time. We observe an261
excess of B0→ pp candidates with respect to background expectations with a statistical262
significance of 3.3σ. This is the first evidence for a two-body charmless baryonic B0 decay.263
No significant B0s→ pp signal is observed and the present result improves the previous264
bound by three orders of magnitude.265
The measured B0→ pp branching fraction is incompatible with all published theoretical266
predictions by one to two orders of magnitude and motivates new and more precise theo-267
retical calculations of two-body charmless baryonic B decays. An improved experimental268
search for these decay modes at LHCb with the full 2011 and 2012 dataset will help to269
clarify the situation, in particular for the B0s→ pp mode.270
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